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Welcome!

Welcome to the 14th Annual Idaho Nonprofit Center Statewide Conference: The Art of Leadership. Thank you to our many generous sponsors who made this event possible.

As the only organization in Idaho dedicated to supporting the nonprofit sector across the state by providing the tools and resources needed to succeed, we take our role very seriously.

Thank you for your contributions to our cities, our counties, our communities and our state. Thank you for attending the conference and building your toolboxes to create inspiring works of art that are Idaho’s nonprofits. We hope you have fun, learn a lot, and make new connections. Together we build a stronger Idaho.
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Exhibitors

1. Harris & Co  
   Accounting & Payroll

2. HD Insurance  
   Insurance

3. Idaho Central Credit Union  
   Banking & Financial

4. Thrivent  
   Banking & Financial

5. PacificSource  
   Insurance

6. U.S. Bank  
   Banking & Financial

7. Idaho Public Television  
   Media

8. Givegab  
   Technology

9. Advanced Benefits  
   Insurance

10. Peakview Performances  
    Human Resources

11. Grant Hub/Foundant  
    Technology

12. First Interstate Bank  
    Banking & Financial

13. Eide Bailly  
    Accounting & Payroll

14. BluHeron  
    Consulting

15. QTS Payroll  
    Accounting & Payroll

16. Even Stevens  
    Dining

17. Clifton Larson Allen  
    Accounting & Payroll

18. Pioneer Federal Credit Union  
    Banking & Financial

19. Fredriksen Insurance  
    Insurance

20. Jitasa  
    Accounting & Payroll

21. Auction Frogs  
    Technology

22. The Eight Principles  
    Fundraising

23. The Arc  
    Printing & Copying

24. Shadow Trackers  
    Human Resources

25. Westby Associates  
    Fundraising

26. Cougar Mountain Software  
    Technology

27. MaxGiving  
    Insurance

28. Biz Print  
    Printing & Copying

29. Great American Insurance Company  
    Accounting & Payroll

30. Valic  
    Banking & Financial

31. Chase  
    Banking & Financial

32. Better Business Bureau  
    Research

33. Interaction Consulting  
    Consulting

34. Blueprint Specialties  
    Printing & Copying

35. Idaho Voices for Children  
    Nonprofit

WiFi

Riverside Guest - or - Riverside Conference
NO password
**Keynote**  Thursday, Sept. 7 @ 9:15 am

**Main Ballroom**

**Next Level Leadership: Getting the People Part Right**

Tony Bridwell

There is a simple principle in the hospitality/customer service world: the customer experience will rarely exceed the employee experience. In today’s world it is vital for leaders to understand the importance of the people around them. In this talk Tony will discuss the importance of a leader’s ability to connect with others.

**About the Speaker:** As an author, international speaker, consultant, and coach, Tony Bridwell has been making a difference at some of the world’s largest organizations for the past 20 years. He is the former Chief People Officer of Brinker International and a current partner with global consulting firm, Partners In Leadership. Tony is a highly recognized thought leader in corporate culture, L&D, and human resources, being named 2015 HR Executive of the Year by DallasHR (the local SHRM affiliate) and also receiving the 2015 Strategic Leadership Award from Strategic Excellence HR. Tony has been a facilitator and featured speaker for audiences of several thousand people and has presented for multiple conferences and associations, including the CHRO Exchange, DallasHR (SHRM), the HRSouthwest Conference, ATD San Diego, and the California Restaurant Association.

Tony is also a member of SHRM and serves on the board of directors for Unlimited Partnerships and Taylor’s Gift Foundation. When he is not spending time with his family, Tony turns his efforts toward mentoring a small group of young men, cycling, and writing. With three grown children and two dogs, Tony and his wife, Dee, have called the Dallas area home for almost 30 years.
Keynote  Friday, Sept. 8 @ 9:00 am

Leading is Art: Drawing the Greatness Out of Those You Lead

Terry Gurno

“Leading is art and leaders are artists.” - Terry Gurno

Most of us intuitively know effectively leading people means helping those around us succeed. This is not revolutionary thinking, yet in real time it can be hard to do. Preoccupied with our own success, the people we lead often become a source of frustration; we may even see them as a hindrance.

Talented, educated, and successful leaders often rely on the science of leadership - information, data, rational strategies, and push aside the messy ‘art’ of leading people. During this 60-minute presentation, Terry will help you reset and refocus on developing the mindset of putting others first and how, by bringing out the best in others, we become the leaders we were always meant to be. When we embrace our identity as a leader/artist, our focus will shift from a life of external success to a life of internal significance.

About the Speaker: Terry is the Co-founder and CEO of Gurno Group LLC. He works with individuals, businesses, and leaders who are looking for greater focus and clarity with their most important issues: mission, core beliefs, how to create a winning culture, and how to turn potential into performance. He believes there is greatness in every person. When they discover, understand, and leverage their greatness they become their best self, make their greatest contribution, and live a life of significance, personally and professionally.

As a leadership artist, speaker, trainer, coach, and now author, Terry has utilized every opportunity he’s had from over twenty years of ministry, being the CEO of a real estate company, and even training for Ironman to launch his message; “YOU contain greatness, YOU can draw it out of those around you, and YOU can live the life you’ve always wanted.”

Terry is living his dream: To inspire and motivate people to action and to help them WIN! Terry lives in the beautiful city of Coeur d’Alene, Idaho with his wife, Nancy. They have three grown children and are expecting their first grandchild. When he’s not speaking, training, or coaching, he enjoys hiking, fishing, boating, music, sports, cooking, training for triathlons and reading. He loves to laugh, learn, create, and help others do the same.
Plenary Session
Thursday, Sept. 7 @ 3:30 pm
Main Ballroom

Funders Panel: The Art of Philanthropy
Panel of Experts

Amy Little, President/CEO, Idaho Nonprofit Center, will facilitate a panel of funders to explore the art of foundational giving in Idaho. Each panelist brings a different type of funding expertise and will share their philosophy of giving.

Terry Stokesbary, Program Director, MJ Murdock Charitable Trust
A graduate of Washington State University, Terry has worked with a large and diverse number of organizations, mostly within grantmaking areas of health and human services and education. With a special interest in organizational growth and leadership development, Terry has also helped to enhance and expand the enrichment programs that the Trust offers. As the senior program director for enrichment initiatives, Terry is now responsible to oversee all of the Trust’s work in this dynamic area.

Kami Faylor, Community Relations Manager, Micron Technology
Kami joined the Micron communications and foundation teams as an intern in 2000. Shortly after, she became a fulltime team member at the Micron Foundation. Now as the Community Relations Manager, she currently manages the grant making process for K-12 and nonprofits seeking support from the Micron Foundation; coordinates local volunteer events, manages Foundation communications, and facilitates some of the Foundation’s giving programs at Micron’s sites all over the world.

Susan May, Idaho Women’s Charitable Foundation
Susan became a full-time resident of Boise when she “semi-retired” in 2014. She has been a Human Resources professional for 25+ years most recently holding the position of VP of Talent Management for a privately held investment management firm based in Los Angeles. Since coming to Boise, she has been a member of Idaho Women’s Charitable Foundation where she currently serves on the Board of Directors – for the past two years she has been the Grants Chair; she has also served on the Membership Committee, Grants Steering Committee and Leadership Development Committee.

Kathy Holland, Albertsons
In 2011, and new to the Boise area, Kathy began her career with Albertsons in the Boise based division office. She began in the role of Administrative Assistant in the Human Resources department and quickly advanced in the company, moving into positions of HR Generalist and Community Relations Coordinator. She was named Communications and Public Affairs Manager in June 2015, supporting the division’s Albertsons and Safeway stores and the community involvement surrounding those stores.

Plenary Session
Friday, Sept. 8 @ 1:45 pm
Main Ballroom

What If… We Work Together on This?
Mark Thomas & Kristen Dillon

Hear how these organizations and local government officials combined their resources, and learn how your organization can use their experiences as a framework to further your community. Join us to learn more about this award winning transformation they accomplished together.

The Columbia Gorge Region encompasses about 70,000 people in rural and frontier communities on the Oregon/Washington border. Pressured by state level reforms and facing significant health and economic challenges, Providence Hood River Hospital and PacificSource Columbia Gorge Coordinated Care have fundamentally changed how they do things in the past five years.

Through joint challenges and shared success, their community’s organizations have been able to transition to better alignment, which has included adopting the Collective Impact framework. In recognition of this and other work, the community was awarded a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Culture of Health Prize in 2016.

Mark Thomas, M. Div., B.C.C., serves as the Director of Mission Integration and Spiritual Care for Providence Hood River Hospital and related ministries in the Columbia Gorge with responsibility for ethics and community benefit.

Kristen Dillon, MD, is a Family Physician and the Director of the PacificSource Columbia Gorge Coordinated Care Organization. She was one of the founders of the Columbia Gorge Health Council in 2012 and has been working in health care reform at the state and regional level in Oregon for the past ten years. Recently, she’s had more involvement with cross-sector work because it’s clear to her that fixing health care is only part of what we need to do to build healthier communities.
**Breakout Sessions Thursday, Sept. 7**

### Session #1
10:30 am - 11:45 am

**Telling Your Story**
- Aspen Room
  - Grassroots Social Media Marketing and Story Telling
  - Jimmy Hallyburton
  - Wyatt Schroeder
  - Intermediate

**Finding Funds**
- North Star Room
  - Pitch Perfect: Crafting your Quick Pitch
  - Amy Brown
  - Carter Hedberg
  - Intermediate

**Developing the Future**
- Cinnabar Room
  - Helping your Board Members Tell Their Fundraising Story
  - Jane Kuechle
  - Intermediate

**Helping Hands**
- Clearwater Room
  - Volunteer Management Success
  - Scott Kern
  - Intermediate

**New Tools**
- Liberty Room
  - Beginner’s Guide to Total Quality Management
  - George Harad
  - Intermediate

### Lunch Presentation
12:00 pm - 12:30 pm

**Terry Stokesbary, MJ Murdock Charitable Trust - Main Ballroom**
- Media Relations: Promote your Nonprofit like a Pro
  - Emily Border
  - Panel of Experts
  - Beginner

**Finding Funds**
- North Star Room
  - Structure for Success: How to Streamline the Grant Writing Process
  - Shannon Clark McBride
  - Tammy Tilzey
  - Beginner

**Plenary Session**
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm

- Main Ballroom - Details on Page 10
- Main Ballroom - Details on Page 10

### Table Talks
2:00 pm - 3:15 pm

**Telling Your Story**
- Aspen Room
  - Benefits of Online Video
  - Expanding your Social Media Presence
  - Main Ballroom

**Finding Funds**
- North Star Room
  - Approaching Funders
  - Grant Writing 101
  - Strategic Grant Writing
  - Building Relationships for Fundraising
  - Main Ballroom

### Plenary Session

**Main Ballroom - Details on Page 10**
- Main Ballroom - Details on Page 10
## Breakout Sessions

**Session #3**
10:15 am - 11:30 am

**LinkedIn for your Professional/Business Networking & Marketing**
Michelle Larson
Chip Browndyke

**Grant Writing: Strategizing for Social Change**
Dr. Kathleen McDonald

**Filling your Funnel with Stewards: Finding Passionate Board Members**
Kathy Wojcik

**Volunteers Gone Rogue**
Chloe Doucette
Carrie Anderson Athay

### Session Details
- **Intermediate**
- **Advanced**
- **Intermediate**
- **Intermediate**
- **Beginner**

### Lunch Presentation
11:45 am - 12:15 pm
*Held in the Main Ballroom*

**Telling Your Story**
**Finding Funds**
**Developing the Future**
**Helping Hands**

**Main Ballroom - Details on Page 11**

### Plenary Session
1:45 pm - 2:45 pm

**Main Ballroom - Details on Page 11**

**Using Visual Media to Tell your Story**
Michael Priddy

**Sponsorship Requests 101**
Keri Davidson
Panel of Experts

**If you had a Million Dollars... What would you do?**
Karen Baerlocher

**Passions, Talent, and Volunteerism of Senior Citizens**
Sue Paul

**Leverage your Financials to Create Sustainability and Growth**
Josh Tyree
Cheryl Guiddy
Robert Shappee

### Advanced
- **Beginner**
- **Beginner**
- **Beginner**
- **Beginner**
LinkedIn for your Professional/Business Networking and Marketing

Session #3: Friday @ 10:15 am - 11:30 am
Michelle Larson, Lee Hecht Harrison
Chip Browndyke, Lee Hecht Harrison

LinkedIn is a powerful, business and professional social media tool where you can gain access and visibility to the business and professional community. By creating a Nonprofit Business Page and leveraging your staff and board members’ networks, you can multiply the impact to spread the news about your nonprofit and help with business development.

• Audience: Marketing Coordinators; ED/President/CEO
• Level: Intermediate

Using Visual Media to Tell your Story

Session #4: Friday @ 12:15 pm - 1:30 pm
Michael Priddy, Windrider Productions

Windrider Productions Senior Producer Michael Priddy and Producer/Director Marina Plott will discuss how organizational storytelling can be a valuable tool for your nonprofit. With an emphasis on why “telling your story” matters, Michael and Marina will also discuss, in detail, things to consider while developing a visual storytelling project such as: knowing your audience, platforms, lengths, creative approach, budgets and return on investment.

• Audience: Marketing Coordinators; All
• Level: Intermediate

Learn more about the speakers at idahononprofits.org/breakout-sessions
18th Annual Idaho Nonprofit Center Statewide Conference

Join us Online: #INCconference

Grant Writing: Strategizing for Social Change
Session #3: Friday @ 10:15 am - 11:30 am
Dr. Kathleen McDonald

This session is an opportunity for grant writers and nonprofit staff, board members and administrators to examine components and strategies for writing successful grant proposals. For beginners and experienced alike, the focus is on the strategic process to create and document ‘real’ change. You will identify perceived needs and inequities in a manner that strengthens the voice of the nonprofit sector that provides leadership to make a difference. Learn how to address sustainability, long-term solutions, build relationships, influence key decision makers and engage cross sectors.

• Audience: Development Directors; All
• Level: Advanced

Sponsorship Requests 101
Session #4: Friday @ 12:15 pm - 1:30 pm
Keri Davidson, Idaho Nonprofit Center

Panel of Experts
Hone your skills of making “the ask”. Organizations are inundated with sponsorship requests. Learn what major area funders are looking for in your sponsorship submission and how to get yours to rise to the top. Panel discussion with Laura Smith, Public Relations Manager, Idaho Central Credit Union; Josh Bishop, Vice President & Idaho Regional Director, PacificSource; and Lori Priest, Community Relation Lead, INL

• Audience: Development Directors; All
• Level: Beginner

Learn more about the speakers at idahononprofits.org/breakout-sessions

North Star Room

Making hard asks can be tricky. Learn new ways to pitch your organization in person and through grant writing.

Pitch Perfect: Crafting your Quick Pitch
Session #1: Thursday @ 10:30 am - 11:45 am
Amy Brown, CFRE, Collins Group
Carter Hedberg, The Community Library

Everything you want to accomplish through your organization begins with the story you tell. No matter what role you play—from volunteer and board to programs and development staff, everyone has the opportunity to draw someone in with a concise and inspiring answer to the question—so what do you do? In this interactive workshop, the main goal is to help you distill the essence of what you do and why you do it into a quick, engaging pitch. We’ll explore how your quick pitch translates into more committed supporters for your organization and how to adapt it to different audiences and settings. The format will simulate real life - come prepared with a pitch in mind, and we will refine it and practice together in real time. You will leave with a quick pitch you are proud to share everywhere from the grocery store to the board room.

• Audience: Board Members; Development Directors
• Level: Intermediate

Structure for Success: Streamline the Grant Writing Process
Session #2: Thursday @ 12:30 pm - 1:45 pm
Shannon Clark McBride, Consulting Connections, Inc.
Tammy Tilzey, GrantHub

In this session, designed for both novice and experienced grant writers, Tammy and Shannon will share tips and tools for maintaining accurate, current files to eliminate rework and ensure transparency among members of your grant writing team. Attending this session is a must if you’re looking for ways to shorten the grant writing process, maintain accurate records, and track the assignments made to other members of your grant team. Using small group discussions and short exercises, you will learn proposal management methods you can easily tailor to your needs.

• Audience: All
• Level: Beginner

Finding Funds

Making hard asks can be tricky. Learn new ways to pitch your organization in person and through grant writing.

Pitch Perfect: Crafting your Quick Pitch
Session #1: Thursday @ 10:30 am - 11:45 am
Amy Brown, CFRE, Collins Group
Carter Hedberg, The Community Library

Everything you want to accomplish through your organization begins with the story you tell. No matter what role you play—from volunteer and board to programs and development staff, everyone has the opportunity to draw someone in with a concise and inspiring answer to the question—so what do you do? In this interactive workshop, the main goal is to help you distill the essence of what you do and why you do it into a quick, engaging pitch. We’ll explore how your quick pitch translates into more committed supporters for your organization and how to adapt it to different audiences and settings. The format will simulate real life - come prepared with a pitch in mind, and we will refine it and practice together in real time. You will leave with a quick pitch you are proud to share everywhere from the grocery store to the board room.

• Audience: Board Members; Development Directors
• Level: Intermediate

Structure for Success: Streamline the Grant Writing Process
Session #2: Thursday @ 12:30 pm - 1:45 pm
Shannon Clark McBride, Consulting Connections, Inc.
Tammy Tilzey, GrantHub

In this session, designed for both novice and experienced grant writers, Tammy and Shannon will share tips and tools for maintaining accurate, current files to eliminate rework and ensure transparency among members of your grant writing team. Attending this session is a must if you’re looking for ways to shorten the grant writing process, maintain accurate records, and track the assignments made to other members of your grant team. Using small group discussions and short exercises, you will learn proposal management methods you can easily tailor to your needs.

• Audience: All
• Level: Beginner

Find out more about the speakers at idahononprofits.org/breakout-sessions

North Star Room

Making hard asks can be tricky. Learn new ways to pitch your organization in person and through grant writing.

Pitch Perfect: Crafting your Quick Pitch
Session #1: Thursday @ 10:30 am - 11:45 am
Amy Brown, CFRE, Collins Group
Carter Hedberg, The Community Library

Everything you want to accomplish through your organization begins with the story you tell. No matter what role you play—from volunteer and board to programs and development staff, everyone has the opportunity to draw someone in with a concise and inspiring answer to the question—so what do you do? In this interactive workshop, the main goal is to help you distill the essence of what you do and why you do it into a quick, engaging pitch. We’ll explore how your quick pitch translates into more committed supporters for your organization and how to adapt it to different audiences and settings. The format will simulate real life - come prepared with a pitch in mind, and we will refine it and practice together in real time. You will leave with a quick pitch you are proud to share everywhere from the grocery store to the board room.

• Audience: Board Members; Development Directors
• Level: Intermediate

Structure for Success: Streamline the Grant Writing Process
Session #2: Thursday @ 12:30 pm - 1:45 pm
Shannon Clark McBride, Consulting Connections, Inc.
Tammy Tilzey, GrantHub

In this session, designed for both novice and experienced grant writers, Tammy and Shannon will share tips and tools for maintaining accurate, current files to eliminate rework and ensure transparency among members of your grant writing team. Attending this session is a must if you’re looking for ways to shorten the grant writing process, maintain accurate records, and track the assignments made to other members of your grant team. Using small group discussions and short exercises, you will learn proposal management methods you can easily tailor to your needs.

• Audience: All
• Level: Beginner

Find out more about the speakers at idahononprofits.org/breakout-sessions
Helping your Board Members Tell Their Fundraising Story

Session #1: Thursday @ 10:30 am - 11:45 am
Jane Kuechle

Are your board members afraid of fundraising? In this workshop you will learn an easy process for helping board members and staff tell a story that is personal and comes from the heart. Through this process, you will build a story that has impact and provides a convincing reason for financial support. To get the most out of the workshop participants should attend in pairs and bring along statistics and program descriptions from their organization. You will take away a story to use in any fundraising situation and a process for helping others be advocates for their cause.

- **Audience:** Board Members; ED/President/CEO
- **Level:** Intermediate

The View from the Top

Session #2: Thursday @ 12:30 pm - 1:45 pm
Mike Westby, Westby Associates, Inc

Getting the relationship right between the board room and the corner office is a top floor priority. During this session, you will learn the best practices of board relationships and what NOT to do. Mike Westby has worked with well over a hundred board chair/executive director combinations. He has witnessed the good, the bad, and the ugly, when it comes to relationships and how they are managed. Some succeeded spectacularly. Some actually did both. Not enough attention is paid to this relationship, and the extraordinary opportunity it holds for good or bad.

- **Audience:** Board Members; ED/President/CEO
- **Level:** Advanced

Filling your Funnel with Stewards: Finding Passionate Board Members

Session #3: Friday @ 10:15 am - 11:30 am
Kathy Wojcik, Bluheron Coaching & Consulting, LLC

This tool-rich session will give board chairs and directors innovative ways to find and recruit new board members - to discover where potential candidates are hiding. Just like staff recruiting, looking for board members is competitive. Potential board members, like all of us, lead busy lives and our time is limited. What’s more, while staff members get paid, your board typically works for free. Where can you find people who want to give, and have the time and mission-mindedness to do so? There are tricks to this process and in this workshop, you’ll learn a simple method that will help you determine who’s a good choice for your board and has the appetite to make a strong contribution.

- **Audience:** Board Members; ED/President/CEO
- **Level:** Intermediate

If you had a Million Dollars... What would you do?

Session #4: Friday @ 12:15 pm - 1:30 pm
Karen Baerlocher, Peak View Performance Solutions, LLC

*If you don’t know where you’re going, you’ll end up somewhere else*- Yogi Berra

Few organizations clearly address the act of evaluation planning as an independent activity needed for strategic planning or grant reporting. This interactive session will introduce you to an array of evaluation activities that comprise evaluation planning and preparing a comprehensive evaluation plan. You will leave this workshop with an understanding of how to describe your organization’s program data need, strategies for data gathering, strategies for developing broad evaluation questions, and considerations for evaluation designs.

- **Audience:** Senior Staff
- **Level:** Advanced

Learn more about the speakers at idahononprofits.org/breakout-sessions
Volunteers Gone Rogue: Identifying and Resolving Problems with a Volunteer Base

Session #3: Friday @ 10:15 am - 11:30 am

Chloe Doucette and Carrie Anderson Athay, Museum of Idaho

Many nonprofits rely on volunteers to complete daily operational tasks and fulfill missions. When functioning properly, a volunteer program can create a vibrant community of people working to further a cause. Without focus, however, volunteer programs can easily go rogue. Through reassessing training and clearly identifying roles & responsibilities, problems and stumbling blocks are identified and corrected to create new ways for volunteers to engage. In a few focused steps, organizations can revamp a troubled program and reinvigorate their volunteer base.

The Museum of Idaho, like many other nonprofits, has a long standing tradition of relying on volunteers for institutional programs. In our case, we rely on them to observe galleries, act as docents, and engage in customer service. Without focus, volunteer programs can easily go rogue. Our organization has dealt with several issues regarding our volunteer program including issues with training and public interactions. Through different methods, we have begun to revamp our program in a way that engages volunteers in more diverse roles, while improving our standards as a nonprofit, educational institution. In the process, we have collaborated with other nonprofits to improve opportunities for our volunteers. We still experience growing pains, but we are on our way to a stronger volunteer community in our museum and are looking forward to sharing our journey with organizations in a similar position.

• Audience: Volunteer Managers
• Level: Intermediate

Passion & Talent: Senior Citizens as Volunteers

Session #4: Friday @ 12:15 pm - 1:30 pm

Sue Paul, Warhawk Air Museum

Learn how the Warhawk Air Museum (WAM) grew its volunteer program from one part-time volunteer in 1989 to just over 70 committed volunteers today. Those volunteers, 90% of whom are senior citizens, have collectively contributed over 200,000 volunteer hours, and have been critical to the growth of the museum. The success of the program has centered on three key ingredients to building a successful volunteer program.

• Audience: All
• Level: Beginner
Join us Online: #INCconference

**Matchmaking Nonprofits with Universities**

**Session #3:** Friday @ 10:15 am - 11:30 am  
**Gundy Kaupins,** Boise State University  
**Caille Spear,** Boise State University  
**Kara Brasca,** Boise State University  
**Matt Vaartstra,** University of Idaho

Nonprofits are stretched thin and are looking for viable ways to expand capacity. Find options on how to build partnerships with higher education faculty and college students. Presenters will provide details to access support through internships, real case studies, service-learning, volunteerism, research, program assessment, and evaluation. You will leave with a list of opportunities, tips for success, next steps, contact information, and other resources. You will be encouraged to share past collaboration experiences with campuses, discuss needs, and connect with higher education resources. The highly interactive presentation is designed for beginner to advanced nonprofit leaders.

- **Audience:** All  
- **Level:** Beginner

**Leverage your Financials to Create Sustainability & Growth**

**Session #4:** Friday @ 12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  
**Josh Tyree,** Cheryl Guiddy, and Robert Shappee, Harris & Co.

Organizations are constantly spending time with their financials: from day to day recording and operations, to budgeting, to boards spending each one of their meetings dedicated to the finances of the organization. Unfortunately, all of this time spent is considered an administrative task, with the attitude of “let’s get this done as quickly as possible so we can move on to mission-related areas.” At the same time, sustainability and growth are buzz words that fly around board rooms, management meetings and conferences constantly. The standard view of financials are holding organizations back from sustainability. This is limiting growth and reducing mission impact.

This session will highlight key research on how to view, approach, and use your finances to create an atmosphere where sustainability and growth can be achieved. We’ll dive into budget surplus techniques, what’s the right mix of income streams, what experience or investment is necessary, and generate ideas on how to shift the attitude of financials to be mission-oriented (a key factor in the growth and success of nonprofits).

- **Audience:** Financial Managers; All  
- **Level:** Beginner

---

**New Tools**

We didn’t forget about you! Tracks include basic financials, collaboration, and insurance.

**Beginner’s Guide to Total Quality Management**

**Session #1:** Thursday @ 10:30 am - 11:45 am  
**George Harad**

During this session, you will gain an understanding of the basic concepts of Total Quality Management, and learn how to use TQ tools and techniques to improve the performance of your organization.

- **Audience:** All  
- **Level:** Beginner

**Expanding your Impact Through Collaboration**

**Session #2:** Thursday @ 12:30 pm - 1:45 pm  
**Amber Kostoff,** MCPAWS Regional Animal Shelter  
**Nadia Novik,** Animal Shelter of the Wood River Valley

Nonprofit organizations across the state of Idaho work tirelessly for a huge range of causes. Successful collaboration between these organizations can greatly expand our impact, allowing all parties to better serve our constituents and fulfill our missions in a more meaningful way. That said, unsuccessful collaboration efforts waste time and resources, have a negative effect on the organizations involved, and can even negatively impact the cause an organization is attempting to serve.

- **Audience:** All  
- **Level:** Beginner

Learn more about the speakers at idahononprofits.org/breakout-sessions
The average state unemployment tax (SUTA) cost per employee has DOUBLED in Idaho since 2008!

The Idaho Nonprofit Center partnered with First Nonprofit Group to help 501c3 nonprofit, government and tribal entities opt out of these unemployment tax increases. Request a FREE, no-obligation savings evaluation today!

INC members receive a discount!

WWW.FIRSTNONPROFITCOMPANIES.COM

Grow Your Nonprofit!

Harris & Co. is committed to Idaho’s nonprofit community. When you need an experienced financial consultant, we are ready to help find the correct solution for you. We are with you every step of the way.

Harris & Co., PLLC
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
www.harriscpas.com

Helping Those Who Help Others

- Our staff serve on a variety of Local, Regional & National Boards as a way to give back, learn and participate with Volunteer Based Organizations (VBO).
- We educate our current and potential clients allowing conscious decisions about needed coverage vs. desired.
- We have the expertise AND markets to provide both competitive pricing and comprehensive coverage.

HARRIS & CO., PLLC
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
www.harriscpas.com

Assurance | Tax | Consulting

WWW.HARRISCNAS.COM

Pioneer Federal Credit Union
Moving Your Money Forward

We exist to ignite lifelong partnerships, member success, and strong communities through “WOW” service!

Committed to moving our community forward since 1954!

14 Southwestern Idaho locations to serve you!
www.pioneerfcu.org | (208) 587-3304

Federally Insured by NCUA.

jitasa
Numbers For Good

Bookkeeping and Accounting Services for Nonprofits

Idaho Nonprofit Center Members receive exclusive benefits from Jitasa

To learn more visit: www.jitasagroup.com/idaho-nonprofit-center

Erik E Teig Financial Associate 913 W River Street Suite 400 Boise, ID 83702 208-608-8537

THRAVENT FINANCIAL®

HELPING YOU CONNECT FAITH AND FINANCES FOR GOOD


Appleton, Wisconsin - Minneapolis, Minnesota Thrivent.com • 800-847-4838 28971A N9-16

175 E 50th Street
Boise, ID 83714
Phone: 208-344-6565
www.hdinsure.net

Helping Those Who Help Others

- Our staff serve on a variety of Local, Regional & National Boards as a way to give back, learn and participate with Volunteer Based Organizations (VBO).
- We educate our current and potential clients allowing conscious decisions about needed coverage vs. desired.
- We have the expertise AND markets to provide both competitive pricing and comprehensive coverage.
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NAVIGATE THE FUTURE
Move forward with confidence and the support of people who are passionate about nonprofit organizations.

For the community that believes in itself, there's a bank that does, too.

At U.S. Bank, we're dedicated to helping improve the lives of those in our community, because when people come together with a common goal, the impossible suddenly becomes possible.

Proud to support the Idaho Nonprofit Center Statewide Nonprofit Conference.

Looking after your daily balance.

at iccu.com

Proud supporter of Idaho Nonprofits

A statewide, membership-based, nonprofit organization that encourages a culture of philanthropy in Idaho by providing fundraising professional education opportunities and networking in a supportive environment.

Thank you for Attending!

We are glad that you all could join us this year to expand your toolboxes and build a stronger nonprofit sector here in Idaho. Please complete the evaluation forms given to you in each Breakout Session. Your feedback helps us plan for next year's conference.

Save the date for 2018!

September 2018

More details coming soon! Follow the Idaho Nonprofit Center on social media to stay updated!
Our Mission: To provide resources to build strong and accountable nonprofits and a platform to rally public involvement and gain support for the nonprofit sector.

Our Promise: To inspire, connect and advocate for a stronger Idaho.

Follow Us: Continue the conversation with us on social media. We post about INC news, events, articles, and everything nonprofit.

✔️ Idaho Nonprofit Center
@idahononprofits
@idahononprofits